English

Maths

Y5 – Consolidate understanding of four
operations and fractions (missed due to Covid
lockdown)
Geometry
Properties of 3-Dshapes
Identify, measure and draw angles using a
protractor
Position and Direction
Identify, describe and represent the position of a
shape following a reflection or translation








Y6 Geometry
Measure and draw angles /calculate missing angles
Draw 2-D shapes using given dimensions and angles
Use nets to make 3-D shapes
Know parts of a circle (radius, diameter,
circumference)
Statistics
Interpret and construct pie charts and line graphs
and use these to solve problems.
Calculate and interpret the mean as an average.
Ratio and Proportion
Solve problems using ratio and proportion.

Class Texts: Stone Age Boy (Satoshi Kitamura) and
Stig of the Dump by Clive King
Writing
Write a narrative based on Stone Age Boy
Descriptive writing using figurative language based on
Stig of the Dump
Write instructions for how to make a Stone Age
savoury dish.
Write a persuasive advertisement for a ‘Stone Age’
house.
Reading Comprehension
Poetry analysis and question techniques.

Catch-up maths –
Volume and Time
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Enrichment Through Archaeology day

Computing










To learn about the changes from the Stone
Age to the Iron Age (daily life, food, homes,
music, technology and inventions)
Explore the way of life during the Stone
Age (Palaeolithic, Mesolithic and Neolithic).
Understand the transition from the Stone
Age into the Bronze Age and the
differences between both ages.
Explore historical events during the Iron
Age and how the age has shaped modern
life.

Stone Age- Iron Age
RE

Explore the change in art from the Palaeolithic era to the Iron
Age.



Explore cave paintings and using chalk to recreate animal art.



Understand how engravings were done during the Mesolithic era
Expand knowledge on weaving from the Neolithic era.



Discover the different designs of bronze and iron sculptures

Science / Eco




Materials and how they might mix to
form solutions
Explore separation techniques.

Salvation – explore the ideas that Jesus
saved human beings.

PE

through clay work.


Write, design and debug programmes
that accomplish specific goals including
controlling or simulating physical
systems.
Solve problems by decomposing them
into smaller parts.

History



DT/Art


Visitors/ Enrichment




Striking and fielding games.
Attacking and defending
skills.

PSHE

Understand and compare healthy and
unhealthy relationships.

